Host SMSteve says:
USS Paula Greene, Green Lights, episode 4

Host SMSteve says:
The USS Paula Greene has found and apprehended one of the causes of the Warp Signals in the Mithgrau system.  The investigation, and damage minimization, continues.

Host SMSteve says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
::in his chair on the bridge, reviewing departmental reports::

OPS_Li says:
::Sits in his chair at his post, continuing with the scans of the Mithgraus' communications. Then turns to the XO.:: XO: I was just wondering... Well, I think it may be a good idea to board Mr. Jonathan's ship.  To see if I could find out more about the communications she's had.

CNS_Pren says:
::emerges from the turbolift and heads down the ramp, handing a PADD to the XO:: XO: Commander, my report.

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: So I guess I'll stay here in and monitor the alien?

XO_K`Vas says:
:: in his chair :: OPS: I agree, but care will need to be taken in case the ship is booby trapped.

XO_K`Vas says:
:: takes the padd :: CNS: Thank you counselor.  :: begins reading the padd ::

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
::at SCI1, half scanning for movement in the system, half inspecting his nails for damage::

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
XO:  That's a good precautionary measure Cmdr.

CMO_Athena says:
MO: Looks that way.  I wonder how they expect me to remove the alien's memories without damaging him?  Any suggestions?

FCO_Shilos says:
:: checking that the ship is secured in the shuttle bay and keeping half an eye on the Paula Greene's position::

Billie_Mae says:
@::enters the system heading towards the planet, humming to herself::

OPS_Li says:
::Nods.:: XO: Aye sir.  ::Snaps straight.:: Oh.  There doesn't seem to be any communications about the missing Mithgrau sir.  Sorry, I should have reported that first.

CNS_Pren says:
::sits down in his seat:: OPS/CO: Garrett said that the brains behind the operation is someone by the name of Billy Mithgrat of Lincoln, Nebraska.

XO_K`Vas says:
OPS: Understood, keep me informed on your progress

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: That's a toughie... especially since we don't know much about this species. Maybe review the information we've just scanned on him before looking at the options on how to remove his memories?

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
::looks up:: Self: Oh! Oh! Something's coming in... oh, darn it... ::file file file:: There we go. CO: Captain, I'm picking up a ship entering the system... scanning now.

OPS_Li says:
::Nods to the Counselor.:: CNS: As far as I can make out.

XO_K`Vas says:
CO: My father used to say, Hegh neH chav qoH , a fools only achievement is death.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
CNS:  Any information on this Billy person?

MO_Hayes says:
:: puts her med kit on a bench just outside the alien's cell::

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
::grins:: XO:  There are times I certainly agree with your father!

OPS_Li says:
::Turns back to the XO.:: XO: Should I go and take a look with a Tactical Officer and Engineering Officer sir?

CNS_Pren says:
CO: Just that he's at a wedding and that he thinks his great-grandmother was abducted by the Mithgrau during the late twentieth century. I'm sure the Federation has his address.

CMO_Athena says:
MO: Unfortunately, their brains are so large and complex from the data I've seen, the process would be most difficult and success would not be something that could be measured properly.

FCO_Shilos says:
::hears the CSO and perks up ready for some action::

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
::sighs, as he drops the file; he cocks his head slightly:: CO: The ship has been identified; it's the Marris Pride, something or other.

XO_K`Vas says:
OPS: Have one of Lt Malorn's security details accompany you and someone from engineering.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
CSO:  Can you identify?

Billie_Mae says:
@::swings her ship in position to make a low orbit pass:: Self: Time to catch me another one.  I just love space travel. ::grins::

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: Sadly, I can't help you much in that area as I didn't specialized in brain ::smirks:: A field I will have to read up on.

CNS_Pren says:
::looks down for a moment, then raises an eyebrow::

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
CO: ... Well, yes, sir, the Marris Pride. At least, that's what's registered in the Starfleet databases... she's heading directly for the planet.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
CSO:  Who does this Marris Pride belong to, does it say?

OPS_Li says:
::Nods, then turns to his console and sends out requests to Security and Engineering, asking them to meet him at Jonathan Garrett’s ship.  Then orders his assistant to continue with the monitoring of the Mithgraus' communication channels.  Gets up and nods to his Captain and the XO as he heads to the TL.::

XO_K`Vas says:
CSO: Is this ship the same configuration as the one we captured

CMO_Athena says:
MO:  I really don't think it is possible.
*XO*:  Lt. K'Vas, you asked me to investigate the possibility of removing the memories from the alien's brain.  I do not believe it would be medically advisable, Sir.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
::listens to what the CMO says::

XO_K`Vas says:
*CMO*: What risks are we talking about doctor?

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: Maybe the best way to get info from him would be something like a Vulcan Mind Meld...

Billie_Mae says:
@::starts to scan the planet with her long range sensors:: Self: Come out, come out where ever you are...let's see. shall I pick you? Nah...too scrawny.  How about you...now you look promising...

MO_Hayes says:
:: opens her tricorder and sets it so it constantly monitors the alien ::

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
::stammers somewhat, as he quickly scrolls through the registration files attached to the Marris Pride:: CO/XO: Ah, ah... the Marris Pride... ah, here we go. It's registered to a Billie Mae Mithgrat...! As for the configuration...

FCO_Shilos says:
::keeps the Paula Greene behind the planets moon waiting for orders::

OPS_Li says:
::Finally enters the shuttle bay and sees the Engineer and Tactical Officer's waiting for him.  He introduces himself and gives them their orders, emphasizing the fact that they need to take extra precautions.::

CMO_Athena says:
*XO*: The alien's brain is very large and complex.  I could attempt to erase the memories, but it would be difficult to say it would be safe for him.  The erase could lead to .. memory gaps.

CNS_Pren says:
::sits up:: Self: Looks like the wedding was called off...

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
XO/CO: A-hem. As for configuration, yes, one could say that it is similar to the one in our shuttle bay. Nothing more than a simple pleasure craft... rather cheap, actually.

XO_K`Vas says:
CNS: Isn’t that the name of our prisoners accomplice.

CMO_Athena says:
MO:  How are his vitals doing?

CNS_Pren says:
XO: Our prisoner's the accomplice. Mithgrat's the brains behind the operation.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
CSO:  Continue monitoring the actions of that vessel.

EO Kuma says:
::Nods to OPS Li and looks to the Tactical Officer.:: TO: Looks like you have first shot.

XO_K`Vas says:
*CMO*: Doctor I believe memory gaps are more acceptable than him remembering being abducted by aliens.

TO Targa says:
::Nods to the Engineer and pulls out his scanner.  He walks up to the shuttle and starts scanning it for any traps.:: EO: It would go a bit faster if you helped sir.. ::Starts walking around to the front of the shuttle.::

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: Still steady vitals... and unconscious

EO Kuma says:
<::Nods and sets down his Engineer's toolkit.  Pulls out his tricorder and starts scanning the shuttle, moving towards the rear.:: TO: Aye that it would. ::Turns to OPS Li.:: OPS: We'll be done in a matter of minutes.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
CNS:  Are you absolutely sure of that?

Billie_Mae says:
@::sensors beep and she grins:: Self: Ahhh...now that's more like it.  Not too big, not too little...just the right size for baby bear.  Just a little bit closer....

XO_K`Vas says:
CO: Sir I believe we have enough reason to detain this ship

CNS_Pren says:
CO: Mithgrat's the one who wants revenge.

OPS_Li says:
::Nods with approval at the TO and EO.:: Self: I really hope this will get us something... Anything. ::Pulls out his PADD from behind his waste band.:: Well...  Hmm.. ::Taps a few buttons, then looks up as the TO and EO are gone from site.::

MO_Hayes says:
::puts the tricorder on the bench but leaves it open so it runs a continuous scan::

CMO_Athena says:
*XO*: To be honest, we are not 100% sure about this alien's physiology and what harm it would do to him medically.  ::nods to the MO.::  His vitals are stable, but I am concerned we do not know enough about his physiology.  However, if you would like me to proceed, I will do so.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
XO:  Agreed.  But I do believe we need to take some action on the Marris Pride.

EO Kuma says:
::Looks over to the TO as they meet on the other side of the shuttle.:: TO: Nothing... Not a single bomb.  I guess that disappoints you eh? ::Grins.::

FCO_Shilos says:
::keeps the large ship hidden as best as can be expected::

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
::watches the ship's progress as she continues towards the planet:: CO: Aye captain, I'm monitoring her continuously. And, if I may say so... I highly doubt they're sticking around to enjoy the view from above...

XO_K`Vas says:
FCO: Lieutenant  make the same maneuver as before bring us in tractor beam range and capture that ship.

TO Targa says:
::Laughs.:: EO: Only an Engineer would say that to a Tactical Officer and get away with it. ::Looks over his tricorder and confirms.:: Nope, nothing either.  ::Taps away at the tricorder.:: Lets continue, don't want any mistakes.

EO Kuma says:
::Nods with a sigh and continues scanning the shuttle.::

Billie_Mae says:
@:suddenly guns the engines and sends the ship down at high speed and transports an alien on the fly:: Yee haw!  Gotcha! ::pulls upward out of orbit::

XO_K`Vas says:
CO: Perhaps we can grab that ship before it takes another hostage

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
XO:  Agreed.  FCO:  Hail the Marris Pride.

OPS_Li says:
::Looks over some data on his PADD.:: Self: Ok... That's how I'll check.  First I'll see what the logs say.  Then I'll get into the system and look at the protected data banks. ::Smiles.::

XO_K`Vas says:
FCO: Full impulse don't let them get away

FCO_Shilos says:
XO: Aye sir, In position, we'll wait for him.

MO_Hayes says:
::sits down and gets her padd:: CMO: I'll classify all the info we've gathered so far and write a report. Anything else I should do while monitoring the alien?

XO_K`Vas says:
*CMO*: Doctor stand by ,we may have another patient for you shortly.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
XO:  I'll let you handle the communications Cmdr.

OPS_Li says:
::Sees the TO and EO return in opposite directions.:: EO/TO: Report.

Billie_Mae says:
@::sets the ship on auto pilot and swiftly turns around and watches the alien sink into slumber from the gas in the chamber she transported it to:: Alien: Now that's more like it...you go sleepy bye for a little bit.  ::grins::

XO_K`Vas says:
CO: Aye.

EO Kuma says:
::Turns off his tricorder.:: OPS: There's no bombs, no booby traps.  It's clear sir. ::Looks to the TO.::

CMO_Athena says:
*XO*: Understood.  
MO:  For now, let's just continue to monitor his, or her, progress, and hope we do not have to perform this erasure.

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
::gasps:: CO: Captain, she activated a transporter beam... and she's piloting away... we have to stop her...?

FCO_Shilos says:
::Readies the tractor beam to grab the Marris Pride::

XO_K`Vas says:
COM: Marris Pride: This is Lieutenant Commander K`Vas of the USS Paula Greene.  Power down your engines and prepare for us to come along side.

CMO_Athena says:
MO:  Do we even know if it's a he or a she?  Does gender exist in their species you think?

TO Targa says:
::Turns to OPS.:: OPS: Nothing to report sir.  She's all clear.  ::Pauses a moment.:: Better let me take one look inside sir. ::Moves over to the door of the shuttle.::

OPS_Li says:
::Nods to both the EO and TO.:: EO: Good work. ::Follows the TO.:: TO: Aye... Good call.

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: I'll go over the data we've gathered and see if I can determine a gender.

OPS_Li says:
::Turns back to the EO.:: EO: Can I borrow your toolkit? ::Smiles.:: I won't damage anything.

Billie_Mae says:
@::hears the comm. and turns back:: What the?!?  Now where did that come from.  ::hollers back to the alien:: Alien: You hold on now...we're going for a ride. ::guns the engines and heads away as fast as she can::

FCO_Shilos says:
::plots an intercept course around the moon that closes the distance rather alarmingly and engages::

EO Kuma says:
::Looks down at his toolkit, then up to OPS, then back down to this toolkit and sighs.:: OPS: You better not damage anything sir... Just make sure I get it all back. ::Closes up his toolkit and hands it to OPS.::

XO_K`Vas says:
FCO: Seize that vessel.

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
::gasping, he watches as the ship suddenly speeds up, obviously realizing that the Paula Green was onto her...:: Self: ... Ooh, how exciting...!

FCO_Shilos says:
XO: All ready on it sir, Time to intercept twenty five seconds.

TO Targa says:
::Looks back at the two and smiles.  Then opens Jonathan Garrett’s ship.  Starts to scan the interior.:: Self: Still nothing. ::Taps on his tricorder to get better readings.:: Nope.. Nothing.

XO_K`Vas says:
CSO: Was the transport complete, was another alien taken?

CMO_Athena says:
MO: I took the liberty of getting a blood sample while I was administering the hypo spray, something to add to our database.  I'm going to run a scan on it and see if I can recognize any of the substances in the blood, perhaps a hormone that is familiar or looks familiar to us.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
::sits forward in his seat::  FCO:  Nice and easy, don't let her slip away.

Host SMSteve says:
Action: As the door to the shuttle opens, a small pile of discarded paper bags and food wrappers falls out.

Billie_Mae says:
@::coaxing as much speed as she can out of her ship:: Outloud: Come on baby...I know you can do it.

MO_Hayes says:
::links her padd to the tricorder and tries to find the info to see what gender it is::

OPS_Li says:
::Grabs the Engineers' toolkit from the EO and heads off to the shuttle.:: Self: Can't work without tools. ::Stops at the TO.:: TO: Report.

MO_Hayes says:
::nods to the CMO:: CMO: I'll review the scans' results now.

CNS_Pren says:
::taps his console, trying to download Mithgrat's medical records from the Federations databanks::

CMO_Athena says:
MO:  Pulling anything up?

FCO_Shilos says:
::watches the countdown ready to hit the tractor beam as soon as sufficient range is closed:: CO: Yes sir.

TO Targa says:
::Turns to OPS.:: OPS: Still nothing. ::Puts his tricorder away and stands guard at the ships entrance.:: I'll wait here for you sir.

OPS_Li says:
::Smiles and enters the shuttle.:: Self: Wow, this looks like a fine little ship on the inside.

CMO_Athena says:
::Links her data to the MO's tricorder.::

XO_K`Vas says:
COM: Marris pride: Power down your engines.  We have your accomplice, we will find you whether you run or not.  Do not be a coward

Billie_Mae says:
@::hollers back to the unconscious Alien:: Alien: I hope you got your seasick bag strapped on. ::Turns sharply and heads back around the moon::

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
CSO:  What's the Pride's maximum speed?

OPS_Li says:
::Starts scanning the interior of the shuttle, then turns towards the middle section.:: Self: Ahh.. The subspace transceiver, and data banks. ::Quickly walks over and sets his equipment down.  Then starts to pull out the access panels.::

TO Targa says:
::Nods to a few other personnel as they walk by.::

FCO_Shilos says:
::swings the Paula Greene around after the smaller craft and locks on the tractor beam and activates it.:: CO/XO: Tractor beam firing.

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: From the info we got from the scans, it seems the alien is a HE. Maybe we should nickname him Joe or something now that we know!

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
CO: Standby, sir, analyzing her warp core... ::runs a quick scan, and goes through the data rather roughly:: Self: Oh, no, another imperfection... ::file file file:: CO: I believe she can do no better than Warp 4, sir.

Host SMSteve says:
Action: The Marris Pride is caught in the Tractor beam.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
CSO:  Understood.  At least we know she can't outrun us.

CMO_Athena says:
MO: I personally like the name Steve.  It kind of has a nice ring for an alien.  ::Grins.::

OPS_Li says:
::Finally removes the access panel.  Then pulls out a subspace transceiver alignment caliper.:: Self: So that's how he did it. ::Starts realigning the subspace transceiver.:: Shouldn't take long at all.

Billie_Mae says:
@::hits the console with a grunt as her speed is quickly decelerated:: Self: Drat!  Caught me.

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: Steve it is! I like naming patients we haven't identified yet. I think it helps connect with them and do a better job at caring for them.

XO_K`Vas says:
:: slaves the engineering console to his chair's console and augments the shields on the side of the ship that the smaller vessel will be brought closest to::

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
CO: Aye, Or outdo us in anything at all, it's just a small craft. But, I'm concerned for the alien that she's beamed aboard, she may try to harm him if cornered.

XO_K`Vas says:
FCO: Status lieutenant

CNS_Pren says:
CO/CSO: Perhaps we could beam it back to the surface.

FCO_Shilos says:
::prepares to beam the ship's occupants to the brig:: XO: We've got them. Standing by transporters.

Billie_Mae says:
@COM: Paula Greene: Let me go, ya big lout.  This is my alien...go get your own!

CMO_Athena says:
MO: I agree.  So let's see what else we can get out of this data we discovered.

XO_K`Vas says:
CSO: Do we have the coordinates that the second creature was taken from? If so send them to the FCO and return the alien directly to the planet

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
CNS/CO: But, who knows what the alien's seen of this Marris Pride and her technology...?

MO_Hayes says:
::nods and continues reading off her padd::

XO_K`Vas says:
COM: Marris Pride: Stand down, your ship is under our control.

OPS_Li says:
::Finishes the calibration.  Then looks at the transceivers subsystems closer.:: Self: Unusual... ::Sets the caliper down and pulls out the tricorder, he scans the subspace data bank buffer.:: Self: Ahh, ok.  Now I finally see how. ::He reaches in and pulls out an isolinear chip.:: Semi automated. ::Smiles and then moves up to sit in the seat.::

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
CO: Well, I'll still try to track down the coordinates, calculating probable transport sites now...

CMO_Athena says:
MO: I'm going to go get a drink of water.  Want something?

CNS_Pren says:
CSO: That's a good point, it should probably be sedated before returned to the surface.

Billie_Mae says:
@COM: XO: Oh...gonna steal a ship from a girl, huh?  Well let me tell you this...no one can fly the Marris Pride but me...so it won't do you no good to take her.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
CSO:  You have a point there.  XO:  Perhaps we shouldn't be so hasty and wait to find out if the alien was taken consciously first.

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: No thank you, I'll be fine.

OPS_Li says:
::He powers up the communications console.:: Self: Ok.  Now lets see to whom you've been talking to. ::Starts tapping away at the console, trying to access the subspace transceiver buffers.::

XO_K`Vas says:
CNS: Counselor if you remember the first alien was sedated when we received it, it is likely they sedated them for transport

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
::running an analysis of the transporter system, looking for any residuals at all, that might be able to point out where the transporter beam targeted...::

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
XO:  If you're sure about that, I'll leave it in your hands then.

FCO_Shilos says:
::sighs:: XO/CO: Permission to put us back behind that moon?

CNS_Pren says:
XO: That's true. It's likely unharmed as well, though it couldn't hurt to do a once-over first.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
::nods to the FCO::

Host SMSteve says:
Action: OPS attempts to access the subspace transceiver buffers activate the comm system, establishing a comm. line to the Marris Pride.

OPS_Li says:
::Looks closely at the console as he starts to bypass the built-in lockouts.:: Self: Hmm.. ::He looks and sees other activity on the console.:: What's that?

Billie_Mae says:
@::turns back to the unconscious alien:: Alien: You just sit tight...we'll resolve this little mix-up in no time and then we can have us some fun.

CMO_Athena says:
CMO:  Okay.  ::Walks over to the replicator and orders a water.  Heads back over to where the MO is, winking at the security guard, Neary along the way.::

FCO_Shilos says:
::Boost power to the tractor beam than takes the ship slowly behind the planet's moon dragging the Marris Pride with them::

XO_K`Vas says:
CNS: I disagree counselor the less chance of it coming in conscious contact with us the less chance of influencing it.  We will be able to detect if it is injured once it is in the transporter buffer.

TO Neary says:
::blushes and smiles at the CMO::

OPS_Li says:
::After a few moments he finally realizes what's happening.  He gets up and walks outside the ship.:: *XO*: Sir?  I think I somehow established communications with someone sir.  The comm. system is active sir.  Might be a good time to try a subspace communication trace sir.

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
::nods to himself:: CO/XO: Sirs, I've managed to track down the probably coordinates of the transporter beam... we can transport the alien back whenever you like.

Billie_Mae says:
@::sees that she is being dragged backwards:: Outloud: Oh no you don't...::starts to gun the engine and rock her little ship from side to side::

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: It seems to be quite an interesting species, though having a chat with him, erm, Steve, about his species, would be of more help.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
CSO:  Any other life signs around those coordinates?

XO_K`Vas says:
*OPS*: See what you can find out, report back as soon as you find anything

CMO_Athena says:
MO:  Aye.  I almost wish I could wake him up, but I suppose that would violate our Prime Directive.  It's too bad that hypo spray will probably make him sleep for quite some time.

XO_K`Vas says:
FCO: Report.

OPS_Li says:
*XO*: Aye sir. ::Quickly moves back into the shuttle and sits at the console.  He starts a subspace message trace on the comm. link.  He then turns and grabs his tricorder to start recording the links information.::

CMO_Athena says:
MO: I wonder if he speaks or if he is a telepathic race?

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
CO: Nope, nothing but more primitive mammalian thingies.

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: A telepath could probably see if he senses something coming from the alien... that could add more info to what we have, no?

Billie_Mae says:
@::hears her engines straining but continues to try and break free::

FCO_Shilos says:
CO/XO: The pilot of the Marris Pride is attempting to escape...by running its engine up to max...they might overload but I don't think they will. ::keeps a lock on the ship's center of mass::

XO_K`Vas says:
FCO: Keep them here, do not let that p'tahk escape.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
CSO:  Acknowledged.

OPS_Li says:
::Leans down and quietly chooses the console buttons to tap.  He quickly disables the audio notification for the buttons.  Then he looks at his tricorder and makes sure that is quite too.  He thinks: "Now... Lets see where your coming from."::

FCO_Shilos says:
XO: If we are going to beam them off we should do it shortly, sir.

CNS_Pren says:
::raises an eyebrow, thinking, "not exactly appropriate Bridge language..."::

XO_K`Vas says:
CSO: Beam his captive back to the planet, just in case this idiot does overload his engines

CMO_Athena says:
MO: I'm not sure how advanced their species is.  I mean they appear to be advanced, but yet they lack technology. So is that by their choosing or have they simply not evolved as quickly as they should have?

Host SMSteve says:
Action: Then Engines on the Marris Pride reach the safety limits and shut down all systems except life support.

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: Good questions for which we may never get answers ::as she continues reading the scan results::

Billie_Mae says:
@::sits in total darkness::  Drat.

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
XO: Aye, sir... ah, all systems have just been shut down, it seems... of course, that just means that she's probably going to blow sometime soon... locking onto the poor dear, transporting him back down to the planet...

FCO_Shilos says:
XO: The Pride is dead in the water.  Looks like an auto shut down when they hit the safety limits, sir.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
XO:  Doesn't look like our friend is going anywhere, anytime soon.  ::grins::

Host SMSteve says:
Action: The Alien is safely beamed back to the planet.

OPS_Li says:
::Smiles and says loudly.:: Self: Ahh!  The Marris Pride.  ::He leans over to get a better look at the read outs on the console.:: She's... ::His eyes open wide.:: She's close! ::Blinks and then sighs as the comm. link is shut off.:: Oh no!

Billie_Mae says:
@::tries to start the engines:: Come on..Come on...

XO_K`Vas says:
:: grins :: FCO: Excellent, beam the captain of that ship into one of our brig cells.

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
XO/CO: Transport complete.

CMO_Athena says:
MO: Well it appears this species has already had some minor influence from other races.  So their culture has already been influenced by others.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
CSO:  Acknowledged.  Well done.

XO_K`Vas says:
CSO: Good work

CMO_Athena says:
::Takes a drink of her water, staring at the alien.::

FCO_Shilos says:
XO: Aye sir. ::locks on and beams the only person aboard the Marris pride to an empty cell of the brig and notifies security::

CNS_Pren says:
CO/XO: I'll go have a little chat with her. ::stands and nods to the CO and XO, then heads for the fore turbolift::

Host SMSteve says:
Action: Billie Mae is beamed to the Brig.

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: But these other races may not have to follow the Prime Directive as we do.

TO Neary says:
::gets the notification and activates the force fields::

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
CNS:  Be gentle.  ::grins::

OPS_Li says:
*XO*: Sir?  I've found out where that comm. link was linked to.  It was linked to the Marris Pride sir.  Further review shows it was automated and will activate once the two ships are in close proximity sir.  And the Marris Pride is very close sir.

CNS_Pren says:
::smiles:: CO: Always am.

CSO_Rel`Ana says:
::blushes, and turns away, back to his monitor to check on the now disabled ship...::

Billie_Mae says:
::materializes in the brig:: Outloud: What the...?!?  Hey!  What's going on here...where’s my ship?  Where's my alien?

MO_Hayes says:
CMO: Who's that? ::looks at the CMO and then at the TO::

CNS_Pren says:
::walks into the turbolift:: Computer: Brig.

XO_K`Vas says:
*OPS*: You are quite correct lieutenant; the Marris Pride is in fact in our tractor beam.

FCO_Shilos says:
::prepares to bring the Marris Pride into the shuttle bay:: XO: May I bring the Marris Pride into the shuttle bay?

OPS_Li says:
::Blushes in embarrassment.:: *XO*: I'll continue with my scanning of the comm. data banks sir.

XO_K`Vas says:
FCO: Yes, same precautions as before.  Make it inert then lock it down.

CMO_Athena says:
MO: It appears the scans indicate this race is relatively resistant to disease. I'm curious if this is due to their physiology or lack of previous contacts with other races.  It will be most interesting to gather any ...  ::Looks to the TO.::

TO Neary says:
Mae: You are in the brig of the Federation Starship USS Paula Greene.

OPS_Li says:
::Moves over to the next station and taps on the controls.:: Self: I always miss out on the good stuff. ::Sighs regretfully.::

Billie_Mae says:
::kicks at the force field and jumps as it zaps her:: TO: Yowsa!  Hey!  Get me outta here....I want to speak to whichever lame brain is in charge here!

XO_K`Vas says:
*CMO*: Doctor see what you can do about preparing our guest to be returned to his world.

FCO_Shilos says:
XO: Yes sir.

CO_Capt_McAllister says:
XO:  I'd like you to take charge of the interrogation process.

CNS_Pren says:
::waits for the turbo car to arrive, thinking, 'I wonder if I should stop by Sickbay for some medication for her..'::

CMO_Athena says:
*XO*:  Aye.  I'll prepare the memory extraction procedure.

TO Neary says:
Mae: That will be arranged.

TO Neary says:
*Bridge* :The prisoner just beamed aboard has requested to speak with the captain.

Billie_Mae says:
::glares:: TO: You better...and if there is so much as one scratch on my ship there will be hell to pay...you just remember that!

XO_K`Vas says:
FCO: Return us to our previous position behind the moon till the ship is safely on board.

Host SMSteve says:
To Be Continued....

Host SMSteve says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


